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disclaimers + hopes
points of entry + our considerations
discussion + gratitude



Interpretation (noun) — the action of explaining the meaning of something

    (noun) — a stylistic representation of a creative work or dramatic role

Oxford Languages











no human is 
illegal.

people are not 
aliens.







rasquache 

“attitude rooted in 
resourcefulness and 
adaptability yet 
mindful of stance and 
style”

Dr. Tomás 
Ybarra-Frausto





eating tacos n’shit los lovers suite

baby chango



design justice
To examine privilege and 
racial bias, and how that 
can impact a designers 
approach and analysis to 
the work.



think about 
violence in our 
language + 
decolonize our 
working 
vocabulary. 







manhours hours
master bedroom name bedroom
plantation shutters shutters w/ image
rule of thumb common reference
straight (direction) forward
divide and conquer be strategic / use resources 
placemaking placekeeping / placeaffirming / placeactivating
manning providing / being present
take a stab take a pass
pow wow meeting / check in



manpower people power
kill 2 birds w/1 stone feed 2 birds with 1 seed
troops on the group active team
homeless houseless / displaced / unhoused 
history / historical story / past / archival
straight (direction) forward
circle the wagons organize
allies associates/associates / accomplices / 

co-conspirators



deploy install / begin
pull the trigger make a decision / be decisive
bite the bullet make a decision / be decisive
beat a dead horse be repetitive / redundant
kill it help it grow / I believe in you
conquer achieve
drop a bomb share news
micro aggression attack / abuse
crack the whip no use 
more than 1 way to multiple approaches
skin a cat just do not???



Can you identify other words or phrases in your own, or 
others’ vocabulary that maintain inaccessibility, 
violence, or injustice?

What are some practices that can aid us in the 
evolution to a more healing and nonviolent 
vocabulary?

What is the role of language in your own practices / 
areas of work? 
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